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Top 4 Metalworking Fluid Challenges... and the Solution! 

Consultant Lubricants, Inc. has been developing
custom lubricant formulations and manufacturing  
advanced metalworking fluids for over forty years.

         Custom Formulation Services

1) Industry Is Always Changing - In general, lubrication technology has not kept pace with the most  
      recent demands of industry. Current solutions come from companies like CLI, that are continuously solving  
      current challenges and requirements through consultation and custom formulation.

2) Your Operation Is Unique - Every operation has its own basic requirements to run successfully.  
      But, there is a huge difference between this and running optimally. We optimize our products based on 
      the specific requirements of your final parts, taking in to consideration the impact of every stage.

3) Costs Add Up - So Do Benefits - If you can eliminate a washing stage, recoat your dies less often,
      require less labor or rework and therefore scrap less parts, the impact on your profits can be huge!

4) Custom Does Not Cost More - When we consult with a Plant Manager, we start at the beginning
      of understanding your process, but we don’t start from scratch with formulation. Our signature blends
      have over 40 years of evolution and refinement and usually only require a slight adjustment for you.

Consultant Lubricants has decades of support to our 
customers with responsive support, on-site consulta-
tion services and an in-house lab and testing facility.
By partnering with our customers to assess their unique 
industrial challenges we can provide targeted solutions 
through advanced diagnostic formulation. 

Continual improvement and refinement of our formulas 
through real world solutions is the cornerstone of our 

success. Surprisingly, companies will spend thousands 
of dollars on their equipment, but will seek cheap 
alternatives for the lubrication that interfaces with their 
product, costing them more in the end.  

Our clients have significantly improved their profit mar-
gins through reducing tooling costs, down time, scrap 
rates, additional labor, maintenance expenses, and 
often eliminating unnecessary production steps.

Consultant Lubricants, Inc. has been developing
custom lubricant formulations and manufacturing  
advanced metalworking fluids for over forty years.

“ The Solution Is Science”®
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